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I. INTRODUCTION
Tokamaks rely on sophisticated plasma control systems (PCSs) and algorithms to drive a large array of actuators (power supplies for superconducting and resistive coils, heating and current drive systems, fueling systems, etc.) in a coordinated way to produce the scenarios required to satisfy experimental physics and operational goals. A similarly large set of diagnostics provides real-time measurements from which control algorithms determine the necessary commands to these actuators. The ITER PCS will make use of about 45 different diagnostic systems and 20 different actuator systems to determine relevant plasma conditions and produce the necessary coil current waveforms, heating effects, fueling, etc.
1 Each of these actuator and diagnostic systems may in turn consist of several to dozens of components (e.g., 12 superconducting coils and 24 gyrotrons). Using these systems, the ITER PCS must regulate dozens to hundreds of quantities. In addition to actively regulated quantities, ITER must monitor hundreds to thousands of diagnostics of plasma and system states in order to respond appropriately to predicted or detected faults. The number of controlled quantities, actuators, and diagnostics is comparable to those found in operating commercial aircraft, but is smaller than, for example, a typical process-controlled chemical plant. 2 Although the number of actuator systems and the number of basic and physics-supporting diagnostics in ITER is comparable to that in many operating tokamaks (e.g., 18 PF coils, 14 independent heating systems, and hundreds of measurements in DIII-D 3 ), the number, complexity, and required reliability of measurements to be monitored for fault responses exceed that in any operating device. The principal challenges for ITER control arise from the complexity and uncertainty of the plasma responses and interactions among different controlled quantities and systems, and the need for high confidence robust performance to be established prior to execution of a given experiment. Experience on operating devices suggests that while many of the control solutions needed by ITER are well established, many others still present various kinds of challenges, ranging from lack of physics knowledge, to incomplete ITER-specific and integrated mathematics solutions. These challenges are further complicated by the novelty of burning plasmas, which will only have been glimpsed experimentally prior to their production in ITER. Because of the high cost per discharge and ambitious research schedule, once ITER begins operating the experimental time available to develop the required control solutions will be highly constrained, in contrast to present operating devices.
Compared with existing devices, the ITER plasma control development plan must rapidly achieve high levels of control performance and reliability including nuclear licensing requirements. Existing tokamaks have evolved their control capabilities gradually over many years to reach a point comparable to the performance envisioned for the ITER H/He non-activated phase target (the earliest shaped plasmas envisioned in ITER). In ITER, $90 days of 2-shift operation, or $1200 discharges, are envisioned for commissioning of target control capabilities for the H/He operating phase, which precedes the deuterium and deuterium-tritium research phases. 4 The H/He phase as a whole will include 10 000-12 000 pulses, during which further control refinement can be accomplished. By comparison, the relatively new superconducting EAST tokamak achieved equilibrium control, perhaps roughly comparable to the H/He campaign target after many thousands of discharges (with much lower requirements for reliability and exception handling (EH) capability). 5 DIII-D was able to exploit experience with earlier Doublet III development, yet similarly reached a roughly comparable level of performance (but not reliability) in equilibrium control to the H/He campaign target after several thousand discharges. 6 It is noteworthy that such development times have often been required for separate individual control areas, although multiple algorithms are often developed and reduced to practice simultaneously, and also in concert with ongoing physics studies. Rapid deployment and commissioning of control algorithms is, of course, often accomplished in mature tokamaks. For example, after more than two decades of operation and using model-based design and testing techniques, JET implemented its Extreme Shape Controller (XSC), and required "limited" commissioning time with minimal impact on operations to make the new algorithm available for experimental use. 7 Initial commissioning of tearing mode (TM) suppression algorithms on DIII-D was accomplished in dozens of discharges using similar model-based design and test methods, and may have achieved H/He campaign target levels of performance (although not reliability) after experimental use and ongoing development over hundreds of discharges. 8 Thus, while ITER control deployment will require high reliability and nuclear licensing, in contrast to presently operating devices, there is high confidence that the mature design tools and preparation approaches under development or available now on existing devices will enable efficient and rapid deployment of reliable control for ITER within the planned commissioning time.
The tokamak control process encompasses many elements, each touching a wide range of fields in fusion science. Figure 1 illustrates the key elements of control development, and some of their interrelationships. Production of a physics scenario (defined here as a time-ordered set of target equilibria and time sequences of other plasma states that define an intended discharge history over time) requires definition of a control scenario (defined here as the actuator waveforms needed to produce the physics scenario, as well as the definition of control algorithms used at specific times during the discharge). Together, we refer to the combination of physics and control scenarios as the discharge scenario. Some variability is usually expected within a given scenario definition, and the degree of specificity of definition varies significantly for different applications. For example, the ITER Baseline Scenario (IBS) includes snapshot equilibria for a range of specified transition times from limited to diverted plasma during startup, nominal transition to H-mode and burn, expected burn (>400 s) and flattop duration, and a current rampdown with gradual reduction in plasma elongation while preserving the divertor configuration for 80 or more seconds. Construction of a control scenario requires definition of control schemes, which are descriptions of the set of variables to be regulated to accomplish the necessary control goals, as well as the set of actuators and diagnostics to be used. For example, regulation of the plasma shape and position can be accomplished through control of the current centroid and shape parameters such as elongation, triangularity, and squareness. Alternatively, the plasma boundary can be controlled through regulation of the position of points on the plasma boundary, or spacing of reference gaps between the first wall and plasma separatrix. The latter approach is the fiducial approach for control of the ITER boundary and divertor leg geometry. While axisymmetric magnetic control always makes use of the PF and in-vessel coil power supplies, other types of control may offer different actuator options. For example, current and pressure profile control can be accomplished by a mix of regulation of ohmic coil current, neutral beams (NBs), radio frequency (RF) sources, fueling, and impurity injection, all varying widely among operating devices. A physics scenario can be nominally produced through pure open loop drive of the designated actuators. However, even in a plasma/tokamak system that is passively stable in all degrees of freedom, purely open loop drive is virtually always insufficient to accurately produce a desired trajectory. Variability in plasma and machine conditions will result in steady state or drifting errors, while disturbances will typically move the scenario away from the target or even produce instability. Thus, even for nominally passively stable plasma states, feedback regulation is essential.
The degree of high performance required of ITER control, along with limitations on control tuning during operation, leads to the requirement that all control algorithms in ITER must be based on control-level models. Such models describe appropriate plasma and system responses with sufficient accuracy to enable practical design of feedback algorithms. Often (but not always) the required level of accuracy for plasma models is well below that associated with good physics understanding, although control performance is improved by more accurate models. The need for plasma response and machine system models to design controllers demands significant and specific physics understanding. In some sense, this precisely determines the understanding needed to achieve the goal of operational fusion, and can thus be used to help drive priorities in physics research.
Two different classes of control algorithm are required for ITER, both based on control-level models. Continuous control algorithms determine the feedback regulation needed to produce and maintain a desired nominal scenario. These algorithms are in continuous calculation mode, although in some cases the resulting actuator commands may be intermittent. For example, while plasma shaping control will generate continuously varying commands to PF coil power supplies, "continuous" TM control must minimize the use of gyrotron power (ideally maintaining near zero) except for times when a mode is in imminent danger of growth, or is actively growing. EH control includes both scenarios and algorithms to provide effective responses to off-normal and fault events. Such events which require a change of some sort in the control action are termed "exceptions." The EH system will monitor many relevant plasma and machine states and evaluate the results of real-time forecasting calculations, to determine the need for asynchronous intervention in some aspect of control. Such interventions will vary from replacement of faulty diagnostic signals, to modification of control gains, to triggering of new scenarios, in order to manage many different off-normal conditions. The EH system has a hierarchy of goals, from maintaining a discharge in order to maximize physics productivity, to preventing disruptions, including executing different types of controlled rapid shutdown in the event of unrecoverable faults.
Following PCS implementation of the functional algorithms (including EH) and a specified scenario, a critical and novel requirement of ITER operation is the need to verify both the implementation and performance of control algorithms prior to use. This requirement is driven by the high reliability standards implied by physics productivity demands and low disruptivity constraints. All algorithms must be verified in simulation to confirm correct implementation, and dynamic performance must be confirmed under challenges by expected noise, disturbances, and key potential off-normal events. Finally, each discharge scenario must itself be verified in simulation prior to experimental execution, to ensure consistency with machine limits and expected plasma evolution, and confirm robustness to nonideal effects and key potential off-normal events.
One of the important choices that must be made in constructing control algorithms is the degree of integration of multiple control goals under a single algorithm. Although many of the fundamental control requirements of ITER can be treated independently of each other where there are weak physics couplings (for example, plasma boundary control and density), many others involve strongly coupled physics and may be optimally regulated by integrating their mathematical algorithms. Where control goals are not explicitly integrated in a single algorithm, shared actuator management (SAM) becomes an important challenge for ITER.
In what follows, we discuss selected aspects of ITER control in order to identify key novel characteristics with respect to presently operating devices. These novel aspects range from differences in physics phenomena and control schemes that must be addressed by control algorithms, to new approaches to control mathematics and simulation to support both operational requirements and the fundamental physics mission. In the area of control physics, TM control and profile control are discussed in substantial detail as key examples illustrating many novel aspects of control in ITER. Similarly, EH and actuator management are emphasized as areas of unique challenge in control mathematics for ITER. Note that the present work is not intended to provide a comprehensive overview of ITER control issues. Many topics known to be of potential importance are omitted in the interest of space, such as sawtooth regulation and disruption mitigation-related control including runaway electron channel position regulation. Omissions should not be construed as implying that such topics are unimportant to ITER. Section II provides an overview of ITER plasma control elements, including key actuators. Section III discusses selected control physics topics, while Sec. IV describes key areas of control mathematics and computational solutions required for ITER control. Concluding remarks are provided in Sec. V.
II. OVERVIEW OF ITER PLASMA CONTROL ELEMENTS
The principal physical control actuators in ITER are summarized in Figure 2 . These actuators enable all control functions, including regulation of plasma equilibrium shape and position, plasma kinetic characteristics, current profile control for both nominal scenario and avoidance of stability boundaries, and active control of MHD instabilities. The figure illustrates the high level of actuator and mission sharing (see Sec. IV E) in ITER: all PF coils contribute to both ohmic flux and shaping at the same time; multiple fueling, impurity, and heating sources contribute to kinetic control; the electron cyclotron (EC) system will provide both MHD control and heating. Machine operations and protection functions provided under ITER control include wall conditioning, tritium removal, error field control, and disruption mitigation. Related to and significantly coupled with scenario kinetic regulation control goals are the explicit control of divertor heat flux and plasma burn state. Table I summarizes selected  key control categories along with the principal control goals  and actuators.  Principal heating and current drive systems in the ITER  baseline include 33 MW of 1 MeV negative NBs, 20 MW of  EC heating at 170 GHz, and 20 MW of ion cyclotron (IC) heating between 40 and 55 MHz (all values correspond to power coupled to the plasma). A potential upgrade would add 20 MW of lower hybrid (LH) heating and current drive at 5 GHz. The EC system will share its resources between an equatorial launcher (EL) system for plasma initiation and burnthrough, and an upper launcher system primarily for TM suppression. Fueling and impurity gas injection systems will provide H, D, T, and He 4 for plasma fueling, and N, Ne, Ar, and He 3 for impurities (with maximum throughputs of 100 Pa-m Certain diagnostics are of particular interest for control discussions below. Both Motional Stark Effect and polarimeter/interferometer systems will provide current profile measurements to constrain plasma equilibrium reconstructions and enable q-profile determination. Fast magnetic and ECE will provide measurements contributing to determination of TM island geometry and phase. Line averaged electron density will be measured by polarimeter/interferometer, while local measurements will be available from Thomson Scattering and microwave reflectometry. Divertor characteristics will be measured by a large array of diagnostics, including bolometers, IR/visible cameras, pressure gauges, and Langmuir probes.
Further details regarding ITER control resources can be found in Ref. 9 .
It should be noted that control requirements will vary substantially across the evolution of ITER. First Plasma operations are anticipated to produce a limited plasma configuration with plasma current of $1 MA or less and very short pulse duration of perhaps several seconds. These conditions, intended to support initial commissioning of many machine systems, will require far lower control resources and algorithm capabilities. EH capability and reliability requirements are also greatly reduced, since the ability of such low power plasmas to damage machine components is very limited.
As noted previously, the ITER Research Plan 4 foresees an initial phase of non-active operation using H/He plasmas following First Plasma during which much of the plasma control capability will be commissioned and applied. For the purposes of defining the key goals which must be achieved during the non-active phase in order to progress to D and DT operation, the non-active phase has been further subdivided into operation at flat-top currents of (i) 3.5 MA, (ii) 7.5 MA, (iii) 15 MA. For the first phase in this sequence, which leads to the achievement of divertor operation at a plasma current of $3.5 MA, the full equilibrium reconstruction and magnetic equilibrium control capability, including fast feedback control of the vertical position, would be commissioned. Density feedback control would also be necessary. These two control capabilities provide the basic control functionality for much of the present tokamak research program. Commissioning of some aspects of control for machine protection would also be undertaken, including first wall heat flux control (using measurements from invessel viewing cameras), disruption detection and mitigation (including runaway electron suppression/mitigation), and error field correction. Application of EH would also be important at this stage in preparation for advancing to higher plasma parameters, as would the demonstration of satisfactory operation of interfaces to machine and safety protection systems. This capability should allow initial diverted operation with highly elongated plasmas to be established for at least several seconds.
The second phase of H/He operation, using currents of up to 7.5 MA (and toroidal fields of either 2.65 T or 5.3 T), would provide the basic plasma scenarios for much of the plasma and plasma control commissioning to be carried out during the non-active phase. These target plasmas would, in particular, be used for much of the H&CD commissioning and lead to high power L-and H-mode operation. Thus, in addition to the extension of the control and protection functionality developed within phase (i) to higher plasma parameters, all elements of control and protection associated with the H&CD systems (e.g., ion cyclotron radio frequency (ICRF) coupling control, NB shine-through protection) would be commissioned as the H&CD systems were brought online. New control functions which would be commissioned during this period would include divertor heat flux control via impurity seeding, ELM control-when sufficiently high powers were attained to permit H-mode access (most likely in helium)-and both divertor and core impurity control. H-mode operation might also provide conditions under which commissioning of beta (stored energy) control and neoclassical tearing mode (NTM) control could be implemented. During this phase, routine exploitation of EH and commissioning of some actuator management algorithms would be essential.
The control functionality developed during phases (i) and (ii) of non-active operation would provide sufficient plasma control capability to support plasma scenario development for phase (iii), the achievement of 15 MA L-mode operation. Although the control and protection functions previously commissioned would need to be adapted as plasma current and associated plasma parameters were increased, no new control functions would be required in progressing from 7.5 to 15 MA.
Following completion of the non-active phase of operation, the Research Plan foresees a short phase of operation in D plasmas in preparation for the transition to full DT operation. Assuming that the commissioning program outlined above for plasma control were fully successful, the required control capability for D operation would already be available (this is, indeed, a major goal of the non-active phase). Control algorithms might need to be retuned to reflect detailed differences between H/He plasmas and D plasmas, particularly in H-mode operation, and some further tests of control robustness would be required as plasma parameters increased. However, further commissioning of plasma control functions would be focused on capabilities required for DT operation. Examples of such DT-specific control include fuel mixture control and burn control, which would be tested using suitable simulation techniques, and possibly in relevant but necessarily limited DD experimental operation. Some capability for current density profile control might also be commissioned if adjustment of the plasma current profile was required to optimize confinement.
The transition to DT operation is likely to occur through a gradual increase in the tritium concentration of initially DT plasmas, leading to increasing levels of fusion power. Virtually, the full scope of the plasma control capability would become available n the course of this phase. In particular, one could expect that a reliable scenario capable of sustaining high fusion power would require the integration of such "advanced" control functions as core impurity control, fuel mixture control, burn control, exhaust power control, and possibly some aspect of current profile control to maintain the quality of plasma confinement necessary for high fusion gain and to limit heat fluxes on plasma facing components. Key aspects of MHD stability control such as error field control, ELM suppression or control, NTM control, sawtooth control, as well as disruption detection, avoidance and mitigation, would also be in routine operation. In this phase, essentially the full actuator sharing and EH capability would also be required. In the longer term, scenarios exploited for the development of fully non-inductive steadystate operation would require full current profile control and possibly also Alfv en eigenmode control.
This planned evolution of control capability itself places specific requirements on the flexibility and continuous scalability of the control system, which must be built into the design from the earliest stages.
III. SELECTED CONTROL PHYSICS CHALLENGES

A. Control physics
The term "control physics" refers here to the physics understanding required to accomplish the control needed for scenario execution, to derive appropriate schemes to accomplish the required regulation, and to construct the models required to design controllers satisfying given control goals. This process includes identification of the physics phenomena needing to be regulated, as well as quantification of dynamic behavior at the appropriate level of description to define control-level models for algorithm design. In order to achieve and regulate the desired plasma states, the way in which plasma phenomena respond to actuators must also be characterized, along with methods for appropriate measurement of the relevant phenomena in real time. These considerations then lead to development of an effective control scheme. They can also enable derivation of the sequence of events that must be followed in order to accomplish an experimental goal (the physics scenario). This systematic process of scenario construction via modeling and simulation is expected to be followed extensively in ITER, in order to minimize use of machine time to develop discharges.
Because of the significant reliance on model-based design of scenarios and control algorithms, ITER demands a much larger emphasis on physics understanding specific to control requirements. For example, nominal execution of a given discharge scenario depends on specification of the (open loop, or feedforward) trajectories of all relevant actuators, along with descriptions of fiducial target equilibria throughout the scenario. This is the domain of experimental and theoretical scenario physics. However, producing such scenarios accurately, reproducibly, and robustly in the presence of varying wall conditions and disturbances requires active control methods and corresponding model physics understanding often very different from characterizing nominal plasma responses. Plasma dynamics on timescales short compared with discharge and plasma evolution times become much more relevant. Dynamic effects associated with disturbance instabilities and the range of plasma conditions produced by varying wall conditions become important to quantify. The actual size of many kinds of uncertainties, noise, and disturbances must be quantified with some accuracy to enable design of sufficiently robust algorithms.
B. Scenario control
The IBS poses significant control challenges, many of which have been identified in experiments executed on many devices. [10] [11] [12] Figure 3 summarizes the evolution of key quantities in a DIII-D experiment simulating the IBS. Points in the scenario of particular challenge include approaches to (and thus the need for avoidance of) control limits. Rampup and rampdown, for example, result in approach to axisymmetric instability limits. High Z eff during rampup can result in an internal inductance (li) near the transition to flattop, which approaches the controllability limit. For this reason, active control of the internal inductance may be required in this phase. 13 The central solenoid (CS) is envisioned to be the principal actuator for this purpose, varying the plasma current ramp rate to regulate li (as was done in DIII-D experiments simulating the IBS). Regulation of li may need to balance constraints for three different purposes: maintenance of controllability for vertical stability, maintenance of stability of kink modes, and minimization of flux consumption to maximize flattop and burn duration. Transition to H-mode improves the equilibrium and vertical controllability, but can also bring PF coils near their current limits, reducing control headroom needed for management of disturbances and ongoing variability in plasma resistivity. The rise in internal inductance during rampdown also poses a challenge for vertical control. With careful reduction of plasma elongation and regulation of the divertor configuration, experimental simulations have successfully reduced plasma current to below 1 MA ITER equivalent before any loss of control. 14 Transition to H-mode also entails the onset of ELMs, which must be immediately suppressed to minimize divertor erosion. ELM control is not discussed in detail here, but is a significant requirement of ITER, represented by a large and ongoing field of study at devices and institutions worldwide (e.g., Refs. [15] [16] [17] . Several promising approaches among these studies include control of non-axisymmetric fields with internal coils. However, in general, these experimental studies have used open loop ELM suppression, i.e., preprogrammed coil current waveforms. Providing the necessary level of robustness will require active tracking of variation in plasma conditions, implying new control algorithms based on equilibrium, pedestal, and other plasma conditions yet to be determined.
Another unique characteristic of ITER scenarios is the potential need to anticipate certain disturbances that are intrinsically part of the discharge evolution (or may happen unexpectedly), and compensate for their impact on various control categories. For example, transition from H-to Lmode is accompanied by a large major radial shift inboard, which can result in transient wall contact. Studies have shown that anticipatory control programming can begin changing PF coil currents appropriately to minimize this wall contact while satisfying plasma boundary and divertor constraints. 18 Alternatively, optimized controllers may provide a similar function with reduced need for pre-emptive feedforward action. 19 Another key challenge to robust operation of the IBS is the potential for TMs, which degrade confinement and are potentially disruptive (see also Sec. III D). Analysis of IBS experiments in DIII-D shows that at low torque these scenarios experience a high incidence of TM onset. 20 A key element of robust scenario execution is to monitor and maintain proximity to stability limits at the optimal point consistent with the necessary confinement while preventing onset of potentially disruptive modes (e.g., Ref. 21). These control goals, along with the need to follow a prescribed evolution in the target equilibria, imply a strong need for profile control in ITER scenarios (both IBS and steady state).
C. Current profile control
Although various kinds of profiles (current density, safety factor, rotation, density, pressure, radiation, etc.) may prove to be necessary to control in ITER to some degree, the principal target expected to require active regulation is the current density profile, a strong determiner of both MHD stability and confinement. For the purposes of the present discussion, "profile control" will refer to current density profile control, or its effective equivalents (at fixed toroidal field) safety factor, iota, poloidal flux, or similar basis representations. The principal actuators for accomplishing profile control in ITER scenarios include NBs, ECH/ECCD (both equatorial and upper launch systems), fueling sources, impurity injection, regulation of the CS to affect the total plasma current and internal inductance, potential use of nonaxisymmetric coils to affect confinement, and LHCD if made available in ITER.
It is sometimes proposed that feedback regulation of a scenario profile is unnecessary, since in most cases profile evolution resulting from action of all heating and current drive actuators represents a dynamically stable process. For example, when the (axisymmetric) internal resistive plasma response is linearized, all eigenvalues are negative; the system is purely dissipative. In such cases, and in the absence of noise, disturbances, and uncertainty in plasma conditions, preprogrammed open loop drive by (well-understood) actuators will produce a nominally stable desired target scenario. However, experimental plasmas operate in quite nonideal conditions including significant noise, disturbances, and varying impurity content, so that undesirable drift, fluctuations, and steady state errors will naturally result without feedback. In addition, significant nonlinearities in the plasma response, as well as sensitivity to nonaxisymmetric instabilities, further limit the reliability of pure open loop drive. Although some degree of active profile control is likely to be useful in ITER and remains an explicit requirement of the ITER control system, this capability is classed as an "advanced control" requirement, and is of primary relevance to the high beta operation phases of ITER.
1,9 Basic plasma control categories such as equilibrium, vertical stability, and density regulation are higher priority and will be available earlier in ITER operations.
Profile control in ITER has two fundamental goals: providing robust tracking of desired profile evolution for specified scenarios, and regulating proximity to controllability and/or stability boundaries to prevent loss of control and disruption. Both of these goals are expected to require control of the current or safety factor profile. However, the nature of the control is likely very different in the two cases. Tracking of the desired scenario profile requires reasonable control authority exercised on q values themselves across most of the q-profile. Regulation of proximity to the vertical controllability boundary will likely require simple internal inductance control (e.g., during rampup and rampdown). Regulation of proximity to n 6 ¼ 0 MHD controllability boundaries (beyond which active mode stabilization techniques are calculated to be insufficiently robust) likely requires more specific control of localized regions such as the location and value of the minimum q, localized profile gradients, or more complex parameters (which may include global characteristics) exemplified by the classical tearing stability parameter D 0 . It remains a challenge to identify sensitive parameters such as D 0 in real-time in presently operating devices. The challenge may prove even greater in ITER with more limited profile measurement resolution. Techniques such as active MHD stability probing may prove important in this case, provided an appropriate profile control response can be identified for a given stability response signal. Active MHD spectroscopy with applied fields can also provide information on the q-profile itself.
Both profile control missions will benefit significantly from advances in predictive modeling to satisfy ITER requirements for physics-based control algorithms. However, identification of the important and effective control parameters for regulation of proximity to controllability and stability boundaries is a relatively new area of study and remains a critical topic of control physics research. 20, 22 Most schemes under consideration for current profile control in ITER (and experimentally studied to date) involve regulation at multiple discrete points of related quantities such as safety factor (q), rotational transform (iota), poloidal flux (w), or the radial poloidal flux gradient (sometimes denoted by h). Each of these choices has advantages and disadvantages, and the basis variables to be used for profile control in ITER have not been selected (and indeed may vary depending on the experimental goals of a particular operating scenario). For example, regulation of the safety factor enables the controller to act directly on qmin, q95, and other features often used to specify a target scenario. However, the safety factor in a sense depends inversely on the current density, so that the model response to current drive actuators is highly nonlinear and sensitive to the operating point. By contrast, the response of iota 2p/q depends more proportionally on the local current drive, and so tends to be naturally linear. However, MHD stability characteristics themselves tend to be directly related to q and not to iota. The poloidal flux profile is not simply related to any stability metric. However, its role as the fundamental dependent variable in toroidal equilibrium and in magnetic diffusion models helps simplify the relationship between models and controllers.
The physical dynamics involved in current profile control are typically described by resistive (axisymmetric) magnetic diffusion within a fixed-boundary plasma, expressed in one form by 23, 24 
with boundary conditions
where w is the poloidal stream function which is closely related to the poloidal flux W (W ¼ 2pw), t is the time, g is the plasma resistivity (dependent on the electron temperature T e ), l 0 is the vacuum magnetic permeability, j aux is the noninductive current density driven by auxiliary sources, j bs is the noninductive current density driven by the bootstrap effect, k ip is a geometric factor and I p is the total plasma current. The normalized spatial coordinateq ¼ q=q b is used to index the magnetic flux surfaces, where q is the mean effective minor radius of a magnetic flux surface, i.e., UðqÞ ¼ pB /;0 q 2 , U is the toroidal magnetic flux, B /;0 is the vacuum toroidal magnetic field at the geometric major radius R 0 of the tokamak, and q b is the mean effective minor radius of the last closed magnetic flux surface. The parameterŝ F;Ĝ;Ĥ are geometric spatial factors pertaining to the magnetic configuration of a particular MHD equilibrium. For current-profile control design purposes, the magnetic diffusion equation (Eq. (1)) needs to be closed by empirical correlations obtained from physical observations and experimental data for the electron temperature, the plasma resistivity, and the non-inductive current drive.
It is important to note that such a "physics based" modeling approach does not require a fixed plasma boundary, although this simplifying choice is often made. The spatial geometric factors F, G, H, and k ip can indeed be functions of time, and can even be updated in real time based on measured or inferred plasma conditions.
The development of a physics-based nonlinear partialdifferential-equation (PDE) model (e.g., Eq. (1)) capturing the spatially distributed nonlinear dynamics of the system relevant for control design enables not only the design of feedback controllers for regulation or tracking but also (1) the design of optimal feedforward controllers for a systematic model-based approach to scenario planning, (2) the design of state estimators for a reliable real-time reconstruction of the plasma internal profiles based on limited and noisy diagnostics, and (3) the development of a fast (potentially real-time), control-oriented, predictive simulation code for closed-loop performance evaluation of the developed controllers before experimental implementation. 25, 26 It is important to note that a linear ordinary-differential-equation (ODE) response model can always be obtained from the nonlinear PDE response model through spatial discretization and linearization around either a reference plasma state (time-invariant linear model) or a plasma state trajectory (time-varying linear model) without the need of dedicated system identification experiments. Moreover, the linearization can be easily carried out in real time around the current plasma state, which results in a linear time-varying "adaptive" (non-static) response model.
Substantial experimental and theoretical research has been done to address the physics understanding and models needed, and then to explore candidate approaches to algorithm design for the profile-tracking mission. This research has employed a wide variety of methods, including black or gray box system identification, [27] [28] [29] largely physics-based but simplified transport equations, 23, 24, 30, 31 or adaptive techniques. 32 Because of the complexity of the physics involved in current profile dynamics, and the difficulty in predicting plasma conditions, much of this research has made use of black or gray box approaches to modeling. A black box model is typically derived by identifying fundamental system dynamics without exploiting knowledge of the underlying physics equations. A common approach is to use system identification techniques 33 to determine parameter values for matrices in a linear state space model of the form
where A ID , B ID , C ID , and D ID are matrices intended to represent the dynamics of the modeled system, x ID is a state vector for the identified system model, u is the input vector, and y is the output vector for the modeled system. The order of the matrices used in the model is determined by balancing considerations of the degrees of freedom actually contained in the physical system with analysis or expectations for how many of these degrees of freedom are important to the control problem. The form of the model (Eq. (2)) is a generic linear state space, and therefore does not (necessarily) reflect the actual structure of the underlying physics equations. A gray box model makes some use of knowledge of the underlying physics or dynamic equations, but identifies some or all of the relevant parameters from experimental data (often statistical). A white box, or physics-based, model implies derivation from first principles, including use of a version of the actual dynamic equations and determination of most or all of the relevant equation parameters independent of experimental data. Figure 4 illustrates the application of a q-profile controller in JET based on a black box model, identified from extensive experimental data. 27 The controller drives LHCD, NBI, and ICRH actuators to regulate five points in the q-profile, specified at particular values of r/a. The model construction makes use of SVD methods to fit system dynamics in a least squares sense and describes the response of three principal component vectors in the five-point space representing the qprofile. Dynamic variation in the q-profile under feedback control can be seen beginning with the initial highly reversed-shear pre-control state (9.0 s), passing near the target state (10 s), overshooting (11 s), and settling near the target state at the end of control (12 s). Because such approaches use a model that can be very accurate for a specific target plasma, the dynamic control and tracking can be similarly accurate for that plasma (although not necessarily for even slightly different target parameters). Such solutions could be used in ITER given enough operating time to build up a sufficient data set for reliable system identification prior to controller use. A related approach which blends the strengths of physics (equation) based design and system identification-based design is to identify a system response model from data generated by a purely predictive simulation rather than experimental data. (1)) in a nonlinear, constrained optimization algorithm. 26 The goal of the optimization algorithm is to specify the actuator trajectories necessary to steer the plasma through the tokamak operating space to a specified target scenario, subject to the plasma dynamics described by the physics-based model (Eq. (1)), while attempting to avoid MHD stability limits and respecting actuator constraints. The optimization algorithm can be utilized in multiple ways for the development of target scenarios. Two applications that have been employed in DIII-D are to improve the reproducibility of plasma startup conditions to reach a target current profile at the end of the plasma current ramp-up, and to optimize the formation of high-beta, time-stationary plasma conditions characteristic of steady-state scenarios. Figure 5 illustrates the results of the former application. While the optimized actuator trajectories are able to drive the q profile close to the desired target, the matching is affected by the sensitivity of this approach to model uncertainties, perturbations in the initial conditions, plasma disturbances, and unaccounted actuator constraints. To add robustness to the control scheme, a feedback control law must be mounted on top of the feedforward control law. 26, 34 The matching of the target profile is systematically improved by feedback controller through a tighter regulation of both q0 and q95.
A key challenge for ITER is reliably predicting plasma conditions prior to design of the relevant controllers. Realtime identification, or adaptive, methods may address this challenge by updating an algorithm dynamically based on varying plasma characteristics identified from measurements. A computationally attractive variant of this approach seeks to identify linearized profile response functions in realtime and employ these to determine the appropriate control action. An example of this approach applied to regulation of the q-profile in ITER is illustrated in Fig. 6 . In this approach, linearized profile response functions are obtained by directly simplifying the underlying physics with assumptions adequate for feedback control. The required control action is directly computed by inverting the response matrix for multiple target profiles and multiple actuators. The saturation and quantization of the actuator powers are also taken into account. Work is presently underway to apply and evaluate such an approach experimentally in the KSTAR tokamak. 35 Despite the application of active control systems to achieve optimal profiles and regulate the degree of controllability or stability, ITER may operate beyond the robust metastability limit for TMs in various scenarios. In this case, active TM stabilization is essential. control physics needs, scenario (profile) regulation to maintain distance from controllability limits, continuous control for active suppression, actuator management (see Sec. IV E), and EH responses when control sufficiency is threatened or degraded. In this section, we therefore discuss TM in some depth.
TMs are resistive instabilities that can become metastable to fluctuations or disturbance-driven seed islands under certain conditions (e.g., sufficiently high plasma beta). This metastability implies that seed islands (produced, e.g., by sawteeth or ELMs) above the "marginal island" size will cause growth of resistive islands to a large saturated state, which in turn can slow or stop any plasma rotation, leading to even larger island growth, a drop in confinement, and even disruption. 36 Operation in the IBS at high beta, particularly at the low rotation levels frequently predicted for ITER, may result in metastability to TMs in a regime such that disturbance-driven seeds exceed the marginal island size. Frequent triggering of TMs has been observed in IBS discharges in DIII-D, with increased incidence in low torque experiments. 20 Since such ITER scenarios therefore operate above the nominal metastability limit, TMs must be actively suppressed in order to maintain performance and prevent disruption. Because this control requirement is an integral part of the scenario operation, the TM control falls into the "continuous" control category, and does not constitute an exception. The continuous TM control scheme envisioned for ITER under these conditions makes use of ECCD to drive current at the relevant rational surface and in the corresponding magnetic island. [37] [38] [39] This stabilization process has been found experimentally to be well-described by the Modified Rutherford Equation (MRE), 40 one form of which is given by
where w is the island width, s R is the island resistive diffusion time, r is the minor radius of the rational surface, D 0 0 r is the classical stability index, dD 0 0 r represents the change in D 0 0 r resulting from the off-axis current drive, J bs is the bootstrap current density, J jj is the parallel equilibrium current density, L q is the safety factor shear length, w marg is the "marginal" island size (below which the mode cannot sustain itself, and above which the mode will grow to saturation), and J ec is the EC driven current density. Several of the parameters in Eq. (3) are difficult to quantify from measurements, and this poses a challenge to real-time monitoring and prediction of the controllability boundary, as well as for control robustness in ITER.
The final term of Eq. (3) describes the effect of current driven at the rational q-surface (q ¼ m/n) corresponding to the m/n structure of the mode. In equilibria with monotonic magnetic shear and plasma beta values characteristic of the IBS, island growth is metastable to sufficiently large seed islands (i.e., a sufficiently large seed island produced by some perturbation will grow to saturation). The effectiveness parameter, K 1 , represents the degree of current drive alignment with the rational surface, the relative size of the deposition spot, and the balance of current driven within the island (near the island O-point) relative to that driven at the island X-point. Current driven within the island is stabilizing, while current driven at or near the island X-point is generally destabilizing. However, for sufficiently narrow deposition relative to island size, the stabilizing effect of current driven near the O-point is larger than the destabilizing effect of equal current density driven near the X-point. Thus, continuous and equal current deposition across the entire island O-point and X-point regions produces a net stabilizing effect. Figure 7 shows the rate of island growth, dw/dt, as a function of island size as represented by the MRE for the IBS during the high beta burn state. The dw/dt ¼ 0 point with positive derivative occurs at the "marginal island size" w_marg ($2 cm in the IBS). Seed islands greater than this size will grow to the saturated size indicated by w ¼ w_sat. As illustrated in the figure, at the highest beta expected in the Q ¼ 10 IBS, the saturated the 2/1 mode island size is predicted to be on the order of 20-25 cm (assuming the beta is maintained, and the mode does not lock). However, even if initially rotating in ITER plasmas, these modes are expected to lock at island dimensions on the order of 5-10 cm, requiring a strong EH response.
The MRE shows that driving sufficient current density Jeccd inside the magnetic island can make the growth rate negative and stabilize the mode. This general approach has been demonstrated on many devices by driving constant ECCD current at or near the resonant surface, and stabilizing the mode when sufficient current density is driven. [41] [42] [43] [44] [45] Preemptive constant current applied to this region has also been shown to provide increased mode stability, maintaining suppression in the presence of disturbances that would otherwise trigger TM with no current applied. 46 Up to 20 MW of 170 GHz ECCD power will be available from the ITER upper launcher system (Fig. 2) for TM suppression (but will be shared with the ELs to accomplish other missions including profile control). Current deposition widths for the upper launcher system are predicted to lie in the range of twice the marginal island width, implying reduced efficiency in stabilizing the mode, with high sensitivity to misalignment. Misalignments as small as 1.7 cm will drop the control effectiveness to near zero. 38 Modulating the ECCD power to synchronize with deposition in the O-point of the island is planned for ITER to increase the stabilization efficiency and compensate somewhat for the wide deposition (Fig. 7 , red, dashed-dotted curve).
The TM continuous control algorithm envisioned for ITER includes several components, some elements of which have been demonstrated separately in operating devices:
(1) Active maintenance of profiles away from controllability limits (to the degree possible) (2) Suppression of seeding instabilities: ELM suppression (required primarily to extend divertor lifetime, but also key to preventing TM island seeding); Sawtooth pacing (required to maintain sawtooth amplitude and thus seed island amplitude below the controllability limit); 47 Fast particle instability control (potentially, but presently without a defined control scheme) (3) Active suppression of TM islands with ECCD, including active tracking to maintain alignment after an island is suppressed, and repetitive re-suppression if islands are re-triggered
The first component in this continuous control process is the use of profile control to maintain controllability within the available system capabilities (see Sec. III C above). The second component, suppression of instabilities with potential for excitation of seed islands, will likely be accomplished via separate algorithms with different control goals and metrics. For example, ELM suppression must be applied effectively and robustly to prevent divertor erosion. Control of fishbones and other energetic particle instabilities that may seed TMs may be necessary to accomplish separately from TM control to minimize fast particle deconfinement and first wall impacts. Sawtooth pacing or amplitude control is more likely to be integrated with continuous TM control due to its limited impact on other aspects of scenario physics (although present experiments with tungsten walls show that it has a significant impact on impurity control 48 ). The third component and principal function of the TM continuous control algorithm will be to perform suppression of islands using ECCD deposition at the resonant surface, as described above. Steerable mirrors on the upper launcher system will enable real-time alignment of the deposition location with the relevant resonant surface. The 2/1 TM is most essential to suppress, owing to its high disruptivity potential, but 3/2 islands can significantly degrade confinement, impacting the Q ¼ 10 performance goal. In fact, the suppression process itself can significantly impact the Q ¼ 10 goal unless the average power used in this control is minimized. Since fusion Q is defined as the ratio of fusion power to auxiliary input power, any auxiliary power used will decrease the Q achieved. The consequences for this are illustrated in Fig. 8 . 39 The family of curves shown relate the achieved Q to the ECCD power for variation in the H-mode confinement factor HH between HH ¼ 0.75 and HH ¼ 1.25 (where HH is defined here as the energy confinement time normalized to an assumed undegraded confinement time of 3.7 s, so that HH ¼ s E /3.7 s). Using no ECCD power, an unstabilized saturated 2/1 mode degrades confinement so as to achieve Q $ 4.7. Use of 10 MW average ECCD power with an undegraded confinement corresponding to HH ¼ 1 yields Q $ 8.5.
In order to minimize the average ECCD power used, suppression of tearing islands must be accomplished with repetitive, as-needed application of current drive for brief intervals. One scheme to accomplish this (termed "Catch and Subdue" in its instantiation at DIII-D) entails detection (potentially prediction) of island growth at an early enough point to trigger alignment. 8, 49 The scheme includes the following control actions:
(1) Detect growth of island to beyond a specified threshold amplitude (2) Turn on ECCD power (3) Align ECCD deposition location with the island, potentially including synchronizing ECCD modulation with the island O-point ("Catch"). (4) Suppress mode ("Subdue") (5) Turn off ECCD power (6) Maintain alignment following mode suppression (i.e., in the absence of a detectable island and with no ECCD turned on) (7) Repeat from step 1 for subsequent triggering and growth of seed islands Several approaches to Step 3 (alignment, or "catch") may use direct measurement/reconstruction of the q-profile and calculation of the ECCD deposition location, or apply a convergent search technique based on the island response as an indirect detector of the alignment. 50, 51 Which approach (or a combination) is used for ITER will depend on the accuracy and precision provided by profile diagnostics, and the accuracy of real-time calculation of microwave ray paths and deposition location.
Step 6 requires sufficiently accurate reconstruction of the q-profile in the absence of an island (although the accuracy of the maintained alignment in this step need not be as great as in Step 3). Even in operating devices, achieving and maintaining good alignment for long periods can be challenging. 51 A simulation of this scheme applied to an ITER StartOf-Burn (SOB) plasma is illustrated in Fig. 9 . Random seeds are generated with average frequency of 1 Hz, and the launcher mirrors are initially set to be misaligned by Dq $ 0.05 in normalized minor radius (q ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi ffi U=U b p , where U is the toroidal flux within the flux surface and U b is the total toroidal flux within the plasma boundary), corresponding to Dr $ 10 cm. Upon detection of island growth beyond the threshold size of 2 cm, the ECCD power is turned on (to a constant value of 12 MW) and alignment is accomplished with dynamic response times based on modeling expected delays and the specified launcher mirror sweep rate corresponding to deposition spot velocity of $50 cm/s at mid-radius (in this case also assuming direct measurement/ calculation of resonant surface and deposition to accomplish alignment). Notice that with the level of noise and drift specified in the simulation, the misalignments prior to the 2nd and 3rd seeds are much smaller than the initial value. The islands begin suppressing immediately in these cases, good alignment is achieved more rapidly, and islands are therefore completely suppressed much more quickly (in $50 ms).
For this kind of control scenario, the resulting average ECCD power P av EC is a simple function of the average seed trigger frequency f seed and the average time T EC required for the ECCD to suppress the mode
where P 0 is the peak (constant) ECCD power. Note that this assumes a suppression time that is less than the time between seeds. If the principal seeds result from sawtooth crashes, the sawtooth period in ITER is predicted to be $100 s, so that f seed $ 0.01 s
À1
. 52 For the ITER control scenario shown in Fig. 9 , this average power is $0.5 MW, with a minimal impact on Q. Interestingly, if a smaller P 0 is used for NTM stabilization (e.g., due to conflicts with other subscribers to the gyrotron resources), it is possible that stabilization will require a longer time and the average power may not be reduced as dramatically (or at all).
Proper function of this continuous control algorithm requires design of key parameters based on the MRE, as well as models of the relevant diagnostic and actuator dynamics. One approach to optimized search algorithms makes direct use of a real-time model of island dynamics based on the MRE, which is effectively inverted to infer the degree of misalignment. 51 The overall algorithm designs thus derived are then tested and optimized in simulations such as that illustrated in Fig. 9 .
While this continuous control function is expected-and should be designed to-maintain TM suppression under nominal seeding and plasma regime assumptions, exception events may still result in violation of the robust controllability boundaries. For example, loss of a gyrotron, degradation in profile measurements, or similar resource-denial faults may require an asynchronous change in control action. EH algorithms in this class may need to repurpose other gyrotrons, change the nature of the TM control algorithm itself, change plasma conditions, apply torque to a locking mode, trigger a rapid uncontrolled shutdown, or execute one of various other actions. Many such responses require design and verification of algorithms in the same way as continuous control design, and require effective integration solutions such as actuator management policies for sharing oversubscribed resources (see Sec. IV).
E. Divertor, fast particle, and burn control Regulation of the kinetic state of the plasma (defined here broadly as the thermal energy and plasma density, in the latter case perhaps local to regions including the core and divertor legs) tightly integrates various control goals and actuators. For example, regulation of the core density is tightly coupled to the simultaneous goal of core radiation regulation, 9 as well as to goals of regulating the burn state and divertor target heat flux. 53 Similarly, many approaches to regulation of the core energy confinement time will also affect the core particle confinement time and core radiation, in turn affecting both the burn state and divertor heat flux. Regulation of the burn state is of course an entirely unique characteristic of ITER, as the first highly self-heated burning plasma experiment. The need to simultaneously regulate divertor conditions represents a further unique challenge. Although a fully consistent solution for ITER divertor operation with sufficiently low target heat flux has not yet been determined, it is expected that the solution will include active methods to produce sufficient levels of divertor radiation and produce partial detachment of the core plasma from divertor target. Many schemes have been envisioned for regulation of divertor conditions. Controlled variables may include the local radiated power in core and divertor, measured or inferred heat flux to divertor targets, the local electron temperature or density in relevant regions of the divertor legs or x-point, or proxies for the actual degree of detachment such as local ratios between selected impurity radiation lines. Relevant actuators to affect core and divertor conditions include fueling gas and pellets, and impurity gas and pellet injection. Experimental efforts have begun to study potential approaches to regulation of core and divertor states relevant to ITER. 54, 55 An approach which focuses on combined control of core and divertor radiation is illustrated in Fig. 10 , showing results of its application in ASDEX Upgrade (AUG). In this scheme, argon gas injection at the outer midplane is used to regulate core radiation, while nitrogen injection in the private flux region is used to regulate divertor target heat flux. Peak divertor heat flux was held below 5 MW/m 2 under active control in a discharge with 23 MW of input power with high P/R, while good confinement (H 98(y,2) ¼ 1) and high normalized beta (b N ¼ 3) were maintained. 54 The algorithm uses the heating power and the main chamber radiation to infer the power flux into the divertor, and a proxy of the divertor temperature to infer the heat flux to the outer target. Figs. 10(e) and 10(f) show good tracking of these quantities (P div , T div ) under regulation. Alternatively to argon, krypton has successfully been used as the core radiator in AUG.
Another approach is illustrated by Fig. 11 , in which a divertor detachment and radiation control scheme was applied in DIII-D. 55 The algorithm used divertor temperature measurements from real-time Thomson diagnostics and a line ratio measurement to compute the detachment level, along with a real-time bolometer diagnostic to determine core and divertor radiation. This system was used to regulate deuterium and impurity gas injection level to control detachment, power exhaust, and radiation, and study feasibility of the envisioned ITER partial-detachment operation. This control stabilized the detachment front (where the electron temperature drops to a few eV) fixed at the mid distance between the strike point and the X-point throughout the shot.
The fast particle content of ITER self-heated plasmas, including fusion-generated alpha particles, beam injected fast ions, and fast particles accelerated by RF heating systems, implies the possibility of high localized heat loads due to deconfinement of these particles. This deconfinement can result from the action of energetic particle or other plasma instabilities, as well as orbit loss. Experiments on various devices have begun to understand energetic particle modes such as toroidal and reversed shear Alfven Eigenmodes, and to explore possible mechanisms for stabilizing them or otherwise reducing the fast particle deconfinement effects. 56 However, significant research remains to be done to determine whether fast particle deconfinement will pose a problem to ITER, and if so, what control methods might be used to regulate or mitigate the impacts.
The goal of burn control in ITER is to regulate some characteristic of the burn state, such as fusion gain or total alpha power. Burn control serves many purposes, including producing a steady scenario, satisfying the ITER Q ¼ 10 milestone, and enabling exploration of the fundamental stability of fusion output power. Principal challenges to burn control include sufficiency of the fueling and heating systems to directly adjust the burn state with short enough delay times, different effectiveness and dynamics of these actuators depending on whether fusion power is being augmented or reduced, and the complex impacts of many other control functions on the burn state. While several theoretical studies have been done on approaches relevant to burn control in ITER (e.g., Refs. 57-59), these remain relatively untested experimentally. Although operating devices can simulate many aspects of burn control using subsets of their heating systems as proxies for alpha-particle heat deposition, no consistent and effective solution has been demonstrated even in this experimental simulation mode. However, some limited experimental studies have begun, showing promise for use of novel actuators such as the in-vessel RMP coils for modification of edge transport characteristics. 60 
F. EH physics and disruption mitigation control
In order to minimize the impact of off-normal events and faults, while maximizing the physics productivity of discharges, ITER must have a highly reliable integrated system to forecast, detect, and respond to these events. ITER disruption tolerance analysis implies that unmitigated major disruption rates can begin in the range of 20%-30% of all discharges in early H/He operations, and must steadily drop to $5% of discharges by the time high performance DT operations begin. Correspondingly, disruption prediction success rates can begin in the 60%-75% range in early operations, and must improve to $95% reliability in DT operation. Vertical displacement events (VDEs) are much more strongly constrained, permitting only 1-10 unmitigated events at the highest current and stored energy (depending on resulting halo current fraction and forces). 61 Approaches will be required to reduce the rate of disruption to very low levels, and to mitigate damaging effects where prediction, detection, and response is successful. High reliability control that includes effective avoidance of stability boundaries is expected to largely accomplish the first requirement.
However, both satisfying that requirement, and fulfilling the ability to apply effective damage mitigation strategies, depend on effective responses to exceptions (off-normal events requiring a change in control action). The responses which implement the change in control action fall in the category of "EH." While the general requirement of recognizing exceptions and responding to them is not unique to ITER, the level of complexity, effectiveness, and reliability required for ITER far exceeds that of any fault response system on operating devices.
Examples of possible exceptions include failure of a magnetic probe, loss of a gyrotron, growth of a TM beyond some threshold island size, or prediction that a power supply limit will be reached in 5 s with the present planned scenario trajectory. Thus, exceptions can be faults that are either detected or predicted, and can include system faults or plasma events of many kinds. The definition of an exception includes identification of a signal or combination of signals that reflect the event, as well as specification of the context under which the exception is active. For example, loss of a gyrotron may be reported by an availability signal provided by the ECH system, but this may only constitute an exception if the gyrotron is presently (or in a specified future period) subscribed for use in the scenario.
EH begins with the definition of relevant exceptions, coupled with response policies. Response policies may consist of simple actions (e.g., setting of a status flag or sending of a signal to the CIS), scenarios (sequences of steps to take and command waveforms to generate), and algorithms needed to execute those scenarios (see also Sec. IV D). The EH control process consists of either detection or prediction of a defined event, followed by applying the control needed to produce the desired response. Because these response policies have all of the characteristics of any other control function, significant control physics understanding is needed before effective ITER solutions are possible. For example, in order to identify or predict the crossing of a controllability or stability boundary to trigger an exception response, sufficient understanding of the parameters governing these phenomena must be achieved, enabling quantitative mapping of relevant parameters to stability boundaries. This understanding must also facilitate reliable, rapidly executed computational tools that can assess stability boundary proximity in real time based on real-time equilibrium reconstruction data, MHD spectroscopy, and other available measurements. Similarly, a real-time computational process that can assess the risk of uncontrolled growth of a potentially disruptive instability is critical to enable timely and effective execution of disruption mitigation responses (see also Sec. IV D). For example, prediction of potentially disruptive growth of a TM could trigger an exception response in which rotating magnetic fields might be applied by the in-vessel coil array to apply torque and entrain the plasma. 62 The level of physics understanding, accuracy of predictive algorithms, and complexity of EH control algorithms that may be needed in order to guarantee sufficiently effective responses is presently unique to ITER.
Disruptions pose a particular challenge to ITER owing to the relatively small number of high force and thermal load events for which the machine is designed. Prediction of an unavoidable high-risk disruptive state with sufficient look-ahead time can greatly enhance the effectiveness of mitigation action by enabling preparatory and postmitigation control responses. For example, given several seconds of warning, an ITER plasma could be reduced in elongation and limited at an appropriate position to prepare for massive impurity injection. Such preparatory actions could minimize vertical motion of both thermal plasma and a runaway current channel following the thermal quench, and could enable sustained control of a runaway channel while it is gradually damped by carefully regulated impurity injection or other means. Scenarios such as these involving some control action before, during, and following a (mitigated) disruption have been explored in existing devices (e.g., Refs. 63 and 64), but much of the relevant physics
is not yet well understood, and no full control solution (particularly for preparatory action before disruption, and runaway management following the thermal quench) has yet been identified.
IV. SELECTED CONTROL MATHEMATICS CHALLENGES A. Control mathematics
The term "control mathematics" refers here to the field and activities concerned with determining the mathematical algorithms needed to meet control performance requirements, including the logical structure, decision elements, architecture, and integration issues. Typically, the control mathematics design and analysis effort takes a strong role once sufficient physics understanding and control-level models have been developed. In the control development process outlined in Fig. 1 , there is some overlap in control physics and mathematics efforts at the point of scheme development, since the choice of scheme characteristics must be informed by both physics constraints and performance requirements. Control mathematics must inform how controlled variables are to be regulated, and how best to achieve the control performance specifications. Algorithmic solutions must be identified to provide the required performance, including robustness to noise, disturbances, and uncertainties. It should be noted that particular control design techniques are not dealt with in detail here. The applications of specific techniques themselves typically do not significantly distinguish ITER control from that of other fusion devices, or from other fields of control beyond fusion.
Mathematical control approaches apply to both continuous control (often resulting in linear multivariable control algorithms) and EH control (often resulting in nonlinear or logic-based algorithms). ITER will require systematic application of control design techniques with control level models to produce quantified levels of reliability in order to satisfy its nuclear regulation requirements. This approach will also maximize scientific output of the limited number of discharges and greatly help elucidate understanding of relevant physics phenomena by enabling isolation of specific variables.
B. Robust control and operation
Perhaps, the largest gap in control accomplished in today's tokamaks and the requirements of ITER lies in the robustness of sustained control demanded by ITER. Varying machine conditions, operator error in setting up discharges, insufficient actuator and diagnostic capability, physics model uncertainty, and hardware faults are among the effects that can challenge the robustness of control performance shot-toshot or within a discharge. Experimental programs today recognize that the effort required to achieve ITER levels of robustness would require reducing the level of resources applied to advancing physics understanding, and therefore do not pursue high robustness in their own operations. ITER limits on total number of discharges, actuator capability, etc., require higher knowledge output per shot, and therefore require greater reliability in operation. More stringent design limits on disruption frequency, wall loads, divertor erosion, etc., also require higher control robustness than present devices.
Achievement of quantifiably robust operational control requires systematic design and verification as described in Fig. 1 , using models with quantified levels of uncertainty, along with quantified disturbances and noise levels. The need for physics characterization of these quantities is thus a relatively unique requirement of ITER. Quantifying and guaranteeing performance for a given control category requires specification of a relevant metric. For example, vertical control performance in ITER can be characterized by the maximum vertical displacement (denoted DZ MAX ) that the control system is capable of restoring. Once a theoretical performance metric such as DZ MAX is identified, the performance requirement for the metric must be specified. Often such requirements arise from complex characteristics of the control that depend on engineering details of a given machine. In the case of vertical control, the DZ MAX capability of the system is set by the level and spectrum of noise and amplitude of disturbances expected to occur. In the absence of a predictive capability for the relevant ITER noise environment, statistical studies of operating machines have been used to establish an empirical requirement of DZ MAX > 0:1a for sufficiently robust control to prevent noise and disturbance-driven VDEs. 65 The ITER in-vessel vertical control coil (the VS3 circuit) has been designed to satisfy this robustness criterion. A more general robustness requirement takes the form
where DZ PERT represents the maximum perturbation amplitude produced by noise and disturbances, including such phenomena as rapid changes in confinement, transient locked modes, and ELMs. C Zrob is a robustness coefficient for vertical control, defining the degree of robustness needed beyond marginal controllability. While typically C Zrob $ 2-3 in operating devices for sufficient (empirical) robustness, each of these quantities require further study to fully quantify ITER requirements in terms of perturbation sources.
ITER will require identification and quantification of performance requirements for such metrics in many control categories, particularly those involving stabilization of potentially disruptive instabilities, such as the TM control discussed previously in Sec. III D. Both identification of physics-based metrics and quantification of robust performance requirements require significant ongoing and future research. In the case of TMs, a key metric for robust stability is the amplitude of seed island perturbation produced by disturbances such as ELMs, sawteeth, and fast particle instabilities. Island dynamics governed by the MRE imply that a useful criterion for robustness to seed island perturbations may take the form of
where DW MARG is the marginal island size (the island size above which the island growth rate becomes positive), DW PERT is the maximum seed island amplitude produced by the most perturbing disturbance or noise effect, and C Wrob is a robustness coefficient for TM control, defining the degree of robustness required beyond marginal controllability.
Further research remains to quantify the coupling between various sources of seed islands and the amplitude of the seed produced, as well as to quantify the robustness coefficient needed for non-disruptive ITER operation. Research is also needed to relate the physics of "seedless" island triggering to corresponding controllability or stability robustness metrics. 20, 66 A powerful tool for mapping performance metric values into operating regimes is the Control Operating Space (COS), an example of which is shown in Fig. 12 . The COS plots the amplitude of a relevant robustness metric (in this case DZ MAX ) against a quantity reflecting the degree of instability and/or operating regime (in this case parameterized by the internal inductance, which correlates with the vertical growth rate at fixed elongation, beta, and plasma current). This form of the COS thus shows the DZ MAX capability required by various operating regimes mapped to ranges of internal inductance or growth rate. Higher capabilities in DZ MAX required by disturbances (e.g., ELM's and NTM growth) that apply a perturbation to the vertical position are indicated notionally. The COS enables identification and specification of operating regimes requiring different levels of robustness, as well as different approaches to control. ITER will generally design for a sufficient level of robustness for a range of expected disturbances and simple faults (provided by Continuous Control algorithms), as well as more unlikely, unexpected, and complex faults (which may trigger EH responses), while providing some additional margin for completely unforeseen, "out-of-design" faults (largely provided by EH algorithms).
Another important way the COS enables robust control performance is through real-time monitoring and regulation of controllability metrics (i.e., the present operating point in the COS). In many cases, specific algorithms can be run to maintain sufficient distance from a controllability boundary to ensure low likelihood of loss of control (in the absence of a major fault). For example, real-time assessment of Eqs. (5) and (6) would allow identification of the relative degree of controllability for vertical stability and TMs, respectively, to be compared with appropriate administrative robustness limits. Specific algorithms can be designed and operated to regulate the distance from controllability boundaries as a control goal by adjusting selected profile characteristics, plasma beta, etc. Such control goals are distinct from nominal scenario and active stability control and can often run in parallel with these algorithms. For example, nominal scenario profile control may seek to match a target q-profile on average, while a controllability regulation algorithm may seek to simultaneously maintain a local current density gradient or a global stability parameter such as D 0 beyond a specified level. In addition to these continuous control functions, real-time prediction of the trajectory in the COS can enable early asynchronous (EH) action to be taken to prevent impending loss of control (see Sec. IV D).
An essential and highly unique element of ITER robust control procedures is the required use of discharge verification tools in routine experimental operation. Shown as the final step before an experiment in the systematic design process of Fig. 1 , each discharge must be validated and verified prior to experimental execution. In this process, simulations will be used to confirm that all administrative and performance limits will be avoided under the given pulse schedule, and that all programmed control characteristics will provide adequate performance even in the presence of expected noise, disturbances, and selected exceptions. The exact forms of the simulations used to develop discharges, and to certify them as verified prior to execution, have yet to be specified. However, the general architecture and functional requirements of such simulations has been determined in ITER design activities.
67 Figure 13 shows the functional elements of such a simulation. The core of the system is a tokamak plant simulator, which can connect to the actual ITER PCS hardware (or a software simulation thereof) to perform and verify a simulated discharge. Modules are also provided to enable simulation of off-normal events that are likely to challenge the control performance. Verification of control performance will require demonstrating both robust FIG. 12 . The COS quantifies requirements for robust performance in terms of a control performance metric (here exemplified by DZ MAX ) as a function of physics operating parameters (here exemplified by internal inductance), and identifies regions in operating space by degree of stability or robustness expected.
continuous control in the presence of disturbance events, and effective responses to likely exceptions.
C. Model-based control: Design and state estimation
A critical and significantly novel aspect of ITER plasma control is its extensive reliance on model-based design in order to achieve the necessary high level of confidence in control performance (see the third design step in Fig. 1) . While scenarios and control represent the "observables" of fusion science, the tangible outputs that enable understanding to become reality, the principal way in which physics understanding interfaces with control, is through control-level models. Sufficiently accurate predictive models enable design of control algorithms that can guarantee quantifiable levels of performance under defined conditions. Fundamentally, a model appropriate for control design describes a plasma or system response to inputs such as voltage applied to conductors, or current drive applied to a plasma, sufficient to enable determination of dynamic algorithms to guarantee the required level of performance. Such models often include internal dynamics that are either self-driven or can be excited by actuator inputs. A key implication of ITER control requirements is that all control areas require models that are both sufficiently accurate, and include the dynamic responses needed to produce satisfactory control performance. These are characteristics that often distinguish ordinary physics understanding goals from control physics goals. Sufficient accuracy implies that models should be as accurate (and as complex) as needed, and no more so. In most cases control performance is a weak function of model accuracy, since a key feature of feedback loops is their ability to compensate for inaccuracies.
Models used for plasma control design thus range from first order differential equations in one or many variables, to highly nonlinear multivariable systems, to mixes of discrete, continuous, and logical mathematical operations. An extremely common and powerful representation used for a wide range of linear multivariable models is the state space representation, already encountered in Eq. (2) above. A rich array of design approaches has been developed in the field of multivariable control for linear first order matrix equation models of this form, making it a highly desirable representation for plasma control models as well.
Black, gray, and white box models have already been discussed in the context of current profile control (Sec. III C). Each has virtues and issues for different applications, so that the appropriate model approach must be carefully determined for a given control problem. A completely black box model, identified through some training or fitting process based entirely on experimental data, avoids the need for actual understanding of the relevant control physics processes. However, this comes at the cost of requiring enough a priori experimental data to calculate and verify a sufficiently accurate model. Potential limitations on ITER discharge time available for both collecting data and testing controllers may limit the usefulness of such approaches. Fully physicsbased ("white box") models are therefore preferable where sufficient understanding exists and sufficient accuracy can be provided. "Gray box" solutions intermediate between these extremes may find substantial application in ITER by determining key parameters through limited experimental experience or even real-time measurement.
One possible approach to combining the virtues of physics-based and black box models is to produce training data with a fully physics-based simulation. 29 The "black box" models thus produced can be structured in state space or other convenient form and have arbitrary internal states as well as dimensionality driven by the simulation data, while still being based on a physics model. Such models could be produced without any experimental data, and thus satisfy ITER limitations on discharge time for control development.
Model-based design has been used successfully in many demonstrations on existing devices, and is used routinely in some areas of plasma control. Axisymmetric magnetic (equilibrium) control and vertical stability are areas in which the approach has been well-developed and applied effectively in many devices. Figure 14 illustrates the typical plasma response model used for design of such control algorithms: a linear equilibrium response to variation in an outboard PF coil circuit in the JET tokamak. 68 The active coils in this circuit (shown in red and green) apply a radial field, resulting in a nonrigid but largely vertical displacement of the plasma (indicated by the orange band). Linear axisymmetric plasma response models such as this exemplify a large and powerful class of such models in which static (memoryless) plasma response functions are coupled to conductor circuit dynamics (with memory) to produce accurate dynamic system descriptions. The complete model describing the response of the plasma to all PF coil and passive conductor currents enabled design of both the JET XSC, responsible for dynamic regulation of the plasma boundary, and JET vertical stability controllers. 69 Similarly, the highly nonlinear MRE (Sec. III D; Eq. (3)) and plasma transport equations used for profile control (Sec. III C) have been applied in design of many control schemes to produce robust algorithms. Although such physics phenomena are frequently difficult to describe in FIG. 13 . Discharge verification and control performance qualification is accomplished using a simulation that can connect to and test the actual ITER PCS. Such simulations will verify control performance by triggering key relevant events that challenge both continuous and EH control.
linearized form while retaining sufficient accuracy for algorithm design, they can often be described by appropriate nonlinear and complex but still control-level descriptions.
Since control models describe responses of plasmas or other systems to inputs (including internal, self-driven dynamics), in a sense the goal of control design is to "invert" this mapping to determine the inputs required to produce the desired response. Advanced control science provides a rich array of design solutions to accomplish this "inversion" while satisfying sophisticated performance goals, even for nonlinear and complex models. Some examples of broad design approaches that have been effectively applied to various plasma control problems include -Linear Quadratic Gaussian design, 70, 71 in which the controller typically includes a linear state observer and a feedback regulator based on the states, and a cost functional is minimized by the control action. Typical cost functionals involve parameters such as measured errors, actuator power, or closed loop response to noise and disturbances; -Multivariable pole placement 72, 73 or loop shaping 74, 75 design, in which desired dynamic characteristics of the closed loop system are explicitly built into the design process; -Robust techniques (e.g., H-infinity optimal, mu-synthesis 74, 76 ), in which characterized plant uncertainties are explicitly included in the design process, and controllers are guaranteed to perform robustly to the characterized level of uncertainty; -Extremum Seeking, 77, 78 in which the controller is designed to follow a trajectory to find a specified extremum in relevant physics or other performance parameters. It should be noted that a feature of the Extremum Seeking approach is that it does not in principle require a system model for its basic design, although such a model is still useful to confirm adequate performance in simulation prior to deployment. -Model predictive control, 79, 80 in which a model of the controlled system or process is used in real time to predict its future evolution and calculate an optimized control response. The optimization is carried out over a finite time period into the future, and can readily include constraints.
The extensive use of model-based control is a strong driver for control physics research, which must be informed by the needs of control, just as control solutions are in turn informed by physics understanding. Control solutions and implementations are not only demanding in terms of mathematical sophistication and understanding. They require specific and sufficiently accurate physics understanding to enable transformation from knowledge to application.
Examples of areas requiring significant and specific research to provide sufficient models for ITER control design include TM dynamics; divertor radiation and detachment responses to core, divertor, and scrapeoff layer conditions; ELM stability and suppression response to applied 3D fields; sawtooth stability and triggering response to applied RF heating; fast particle instabilities and responses to RF and applied nonaxisymmetric fields; plasma responses to all relevant heating and current drive systems, including the effects of intrinsic rotation. Each of these areas requires determination of associated disturbance effects and couplings to other control physics. For example, the amplitude of seed islands driven by sawteeth remains a critical specification to inform TM control algorithms. The ability of the in-vessel nonaxisymmetric coils to apply torque to the plasma and produce rotation, as well as the effect of low rotation on TM stability, is similarly critical to inform design of EH algorithms that might seek to spin up locked modes and minimize disruptivity.
The use of control models is not restricted to controller design. Another important application is that of real-time (plasma and tokamak system) state estimation, in which realtime diagnostic measurements are combined with a-priori knowledge about the expected plasma/system evolution from a model. This estimation function, often called a "state observer," can be accomplished using linear algorithms such as the Kalman filter and its variants, or with more complex, nonlinear models. 81 Given a previous state estimate and present diagnostic measurements, a Kalman filter uses a dynamic model of the system response to provide a real-time estimation of the present state and (in discrete form) a onestep-ahead prediction of the next state and predicted diagnostic measurements. When the true diagnostic measurements become available, the difference between predicted and true measurements is added as an a posteriori update to the model-based state estimate. A key advantage of using a state observer is that control algorithms no longer rely on individual diagnostic measurements to derive the present value of the controlled variables. Instead, all available information is distilled by the model-based observer into one unique state estimate, which distributes the relevant quantities to each control algorithm. Faults in diagnostics can be detected and handled in a variety of ways, either by excluding the diagnostic from the state reconstruction, switching to a backup signal, or signaling an exception to the event handling system. This helps alleviate reliability requirements on real-time diagnostics, since the state estimate, and hence the control, can be made more robust to diagnostic failures.
Implementation of a state observer can include a real-time capable simulator of relatively complex plasma dynamics of interest. Figure 15 illustrates the use of such a real-time simulator providing state estimation as part of the control loop. An example of such an application is the RAPTOR code, used as such a real-time simulator for plasma profile evolution on TCV and ASDEX-Upgrade. 30, 82 The code receives real-time information from equilibrium reconstruction as well as several profile diagnostics, and provides a consistent real-time estimate of the q profile as well as various kinetic profiles (see also Sec. IV D following). This use of control models for state estimation also finds important application in exception forecasting and handling in ITER.
D. Exception forecasting, detection, and handling
Exceptions are off-normal events that require some change in control action in order to maximize physics productivity of a discharge or to prevent disruptions and other adverse impacts to ITER. An effective EH system is thus necessary to successful ITER operation. Such events include faults ranging from signal degradation in a diagnostic, to loss of a heating resource, to growth of a potentially disruptive instability. An exception can also result from a predicted impending event.
An exception to be responded to, and the form of the response are defined by an EH policy, which includes: 83 -An exception identification rule and detection algorithm that define the exception. Specific measurements need to be monitored for detection or prediction (e.g., wall or divertor target temperature, diagnostic signal quality value, predicted profile stability) -A decision algorithm defining the condition that triggers a response. Apart from the exception occurrence, this condition also comprises the context under which it is relevant (e.g., the present discharge phase, plasma confinement regime, stored energy level, or value of Ip) -A response algorithm or scenario, possibly including specified signals to alert other subsystems (e.g., change of control gains, execution of pre-calculated rapid shutdown scenario, signals to CIS)
Thus, design of the EH system will require identifying relevant contexts, or machine and plasma states for key exceptions, along with the parameters and conditions that define each exception. Finite state machines may be used to track the relevant machine and plasma states, as well as previous EH decisions (Fig. 16) . Normal states correspond to those programmed in the nominal pulse schedule. Alternate states correspond to those an exception response policy could transition to if nominal states become unachievable or pose too high a risk. Recovery states represent temporary states the plasma may be moved to with potential to return to the nominal pulse schedule. However, it is important to note that a simple enumeration of all possible relevant states and transitions that may occur can rapidly lead to the explosion illustrated in Fig. 17 , which shows a series of possible states and decision points responding to various exception examples, such as NTM onset or loss of vertical controllability. One possible way to avoid this is to define policies with efficient and general decision algorithms that collapse a large space of conditions and responses such as that shown in the figure to a small set of (more complex) functions. Thus, many different exceptions would lead to a much smaller set 
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of responses, each of which could be tractably validated under varying simulated conditions. An obvious example is the small set of plasma shutdown scenarios. Rapid controlled shutdown will likely be defined as a regulated rampdown of all coils, executed as rapidly as possible within the constraints of removing plasma thermal and magnetic energy without disruption. The specific trajectories of PF coil currents, fueling gas, impurity injection, heating, etc., required to execute the shutdown must be calculated in real time as a function of the discharge phase and conditions from which such a shutdown is commanded. However, a single EH response function incorporating this real-time calculation may be specified and verified in simulation.
Because EH fundamentally produces a change in control response, the EH system includes both scenarios and modelbased algorithm designs, in the same way as continuous control. Specialized and unique control algorithms will be required for certain instances (e.g., position regulation with controlled deconfinement or damping of a runaway beam), while some exceptions may use continuous control algorithms in a different way (e.g., changing control gains in the same algorithm used for continuous control).
Although a detailed architecture and algorithmic solutions for most policies in the EH system have not yet been determined, a functional architecture in the PCS has been designed. As illustrated in Fig. 18 , many event detection and response policy execution functions will reside in a Pulse Supervision layer. However, the philosophy of this design is to handle exceptions with local control whenever possible, only escalating to the supervisory level when the exception cannot be handled locally, or when local actions have been taken but failed to resolve it. 83 Thus, EH functions will also reside in a distributed form throughout the ITER PCS and plant systems. For example, failure of some sensors (e.g., magnetic probes) may be managed locally at the responsible plant system through replacement by redundant signals. Similarly, failure of some actuators, e.g., gyrotrons, may be managed locally at the gyrotron plant system through a similar replacement with available tubes.
The EH system will rely on several support functions to provide real-time complex analysis of diagnostic measurements. The global service functions of real-time equilibrium reconstruction and plasma state observer (see Sec. IV C) provided to the entire PCS are one example of this. A key function of the EH system will involve monitoring key controllability metrics to enable EH response functions to prevent a fault-driven violation of a control boundary (see Sec. IV B, e.g., Eqs. (5) and (6)). Support functions will also be provided to do real-time calculation of these metrics.
A facility unique to the EH system is the plasma and system state forecasting system (FS), which will enable sufficiently early prediction of an impending violation of a controllability boundary, or an unavoidable disruptive state. Sufficient lead-time must be provided by this forecasting function to enable effective action to prevent or mitigate disruptions. For example, triggering of massive gas injection is estimated to require a lead-time of $10 ms in ITER to allow time for impurity gas to reach the plasma and produce a thermal quench. 84 If modifications to the equilibrium are also required to prepare for such a rapid shutdown (e.g., reducing elongation, or positioning the plasma near the vertical displacement neutral point 85 or at an armored limiter surface), the necessary lead-time lengthens to several 100 ms. The longest look-ahead time expected for predictive simulation is related to resistive evolution of either current profile regions local to a resonant surface, or a tearing island, likely whichever is longer. This ranges from several 100s of ms to perhaps a few seconds in ITER high performance discharges. This implies the need to apply sophisticated prediction algorithms to monitored tokamak systems and plasma evolution data in order to forecast impending threats to sustained operation. Forecasting capabilities of the ITER PCS will likely include direct projection based on algorithms such as neural nets or extrapolation in time with a linear response model, and actual faster-than-real-time simulation (FRTS). Plasma state, predicted performance and health for plant systems, proximity to stability and controllability boundaries, and disruption probability are among the important outputs of the system. It will accept inputs including all relevant signals for monitoring key hardware systems, present equilibrium reconstructions, and plasma measurements relevant to determining stability. The FS is envisioned as being implemented as a general Support Function with functionality illustrated in Fig. 19 .
The FS is a novel feature of the ITER PCS, which distinguishes it from present-day PCSs. It is an area where some R&D is still required to fully finalize the functional specification. At the present stage, only generic functional blocks have been identified where the detailed scope still needs to be defined. The final scope will also depend on the availability of suitably validated faster than real-time control-level physics codes. Note that the FS is not presently envisioned to evolve FRTS simulations by simulating the real-time feedback operations of the PCS in detail. In general, reasonable following of pulse schedule waveforms will likely be assumed with some account taken for simple dynamic lags and errors due to control action. However, these simplified control loops are essential to forecasting several key plasma phenomena, including kinetic quantities and profile evolution. For example, the effects of resource limitations must be taken into account in FRTS execution to predict the consequences of such asynchronous events.
Experimental progress toward this FRTS/FS functionality includes the RAPTOR code, presently used for real-time plasma state estimation at ASDEX-Upgrade and TCV (see Sec. IV C). 30 The use of RAPTOR and its role in the TCV control loop is shown in Fig. 20 . The algorithm uses concurrent diagnostic measurements to constrain a real-time simulation of current profile evolution and can modify modeled plasma characteristics to match experimental conditions in real-time as well. Given the short time scales of pulses in these devices, RAPTOR currently runs in real-time. However, the present implementation of RAPTOR is already capable of FRTS calculation on ITER pulse timescales.
In addition to forecasting simulation, the ITER FS must include real-time analysis of both present and projected profiles to determine evolution of proximity to stability and controllability boundaries. The key challenge in ITER will be achieving sufficiently accurate and high-resolution equilibrium reconstruction and profile projection for accurate stability calculation, while providing such accurate converged stability and controllability computations with sufficient look-ahead time to enable effective EH control action.
E. Actuator management
Driven primarily by the large cost of the device and consequent constraints on resources, actuators in ITER ( Figure  2 ) must be actively managed in an extremely efficient way. 9 While all tokamaks must manage actuators in the basic sense of distributing commands to multiple systems for a common goal, the degree to which ITER must perform SAM is significantly different from operating devices. The need for a separate SAM function arises when multiple control algorithms that are not designed in a fully integrated way may seek to command the same resource at the same (or nearly the same) time.
Two broad kinds of actuator resource sharing can be identified in control of ITER: Simultaneous Multiple Mission (SMM) sharing refers to simultaneous use of a common resource by two or more control algorithms. Examples of SMM include simultaneous use of PF coils for shaping, vertical stability, and divertor regulation, or simultaneous use of RMP coils for ELM suppression and trimming of residual error field components (i.e., spectral content not dealt with by the superconducting error field correction coils). Repurposing (RP) sharing refers to rapid hand-off of actuator use from one algorithm to another, perhaps rapidly enough to challenge limits on RP speed. The use of two or more actuators for a common control goal, even if involving more than one control algorithm, is not considered actuator sharing and will not be discussed here. There are multiple types of RP. A very common case involves RP of actuators when switching from one scenario or one identified shot phase to another in the pulse schedule. For example, after plasma breakdown, the PF coils will be converted from an objective of producing a good field null with large loop voltage to the role of providing boundary control and regulating FIG. 19 . Principal components of the ITER FS. The FS projects system evolution forward in time with FRTS, and also explicitly evaluates proximity to stability and controllability boundaries.
I p , the EC system will transition from pre-ionization to heating, and the fuelling and pumping systems will transition from neutral particle control to plasma density control. This is a planned RP corresponding to a planned change in scenario triggered by a Pulse Schedule action, even if the time of this transition might not be known in advance. There is a type of unplanned but expected RP in which an event is expected to occur occasionally, e.g., a growing TM expected in a high beta plasma regime, at which point EC is repurposed until the NTM is suppressed, then returned to the previous duty (part of "Catch and Subdue" scheme, see Sec. III D). Then, there is a RP that is both unplanned and unexpected, e.g., dealing with a system fault or impending disruption. The unplanned but expected case is typically considered part of the "continuous" pulse control mission, while the unplanned and unexpected is considered part of EH. Because the nature of RP depends critically on the timescales involved, models used to design and simulate these functions must contain good descriptions of RP dynamic characteristics and speed limitations. Similarly, real-time decision-making algorithms to accomplish RP must incorporate real-time knowledge of the consequences of such limitations. Thus, if an EC launcher mirror will be incapable of reaching a repurposed target in time to affect a potentially disruptive TM, the RP will likely be aborted and an exception generated to otherwise deal with the state (e.g., discharge termination).
Resolution of potential conflict in demands on actuator resources generally requires three operations: assessment of resource sharing criteria (which must be supplied to the SAM functional block), application of sharing policies to the criteria to determine the appropriate sharing resolution algorithm, and application of sharing resolution algorithms to the actuator command requests. Resolution of the competition for resources can be based on many different criteria, including the present plasma state and related control goals, present actuator status, or present control operating state (e.g., operating well within the nominal scenario, approaching control limits, operating in a recovery state or an alternate scenario state having already responded to an off-normal event, operating in a pre-disruptive or postdisruptive state, etc.). Sharing policies broadly describe how the criteria map onto selection of the resolution algorithm(s). Examples of such policies include a simple fixed priority ranking of control algorithms or control goals, conditions under which commands are simply summed, or a nonlinear operation is applied, or conditions under which a different priority ranking is assigned to competing control algorithms or goals. Examples of sharing resolution algorithms include simple selection of a single control goal to own a resource, summation of commands, or use of a complex nonlinear or logic function to resolve the conflict. Establishment of resource sharing criteria, policies, and algorithms represents a significant research and design effort, which in turn relies on specification of detailed ITER operation constraints and objectives.
Forecasting may play an important role in providing criteria for SAM. While both SMM and RP resolutions may benefit from forecasted evaluation of criteria, resolution of potential conflict in RP sharing cases may particularly require some level of forecasting capability. In such cases, a faster-than-real-time projection of control scenario evolution could identify an upcoming need for RP, for example, producing a revised priority in a resolution policy that has flexible priorities. Aside from this temporal dimension to the decision process, RP sharing decisions can also be based largely on the same kinds of criteria as SMM sharing decisions. An example of the unique level of actuator management required by ITER is use of the EC system, responsible for several scenario operation and robustness missions. It has been specified that the EL will be used primarily for profile control using broad midplane heating and current drive deposition. The four upper port launchers (UL) are primarily dedicated to TM (TM) suppression. 38 However, these actuators are shared in two crucial ways: the profile control accomplished by the EL may be a key element in robustly preventing onset of TM, and both systems will share power supplies, which require 2-3 s to repurpose from EL to UL. The UL themselves may be shared for suppression of both 3/2 and 2/1 TM. This may require RP mirror motion to shift deposition between the corresponding resonant surfaces. It may also require SMM application of a subset of the launchers to the two surfaces, either pre-emptively or following detection of island growth. Under perfect alignment conditions, 10 MW out of the available 20 MW will enable suppression of both modes. 39, 46 However, non-ideal control conditions may erode this apparent margin, so that further analysis is needed to identify realistic requirements. Management of the sharing of EC resources may thus be accomplished through a mix of prioritization and more complex decision algorithms. Prior to island triggering, competition between maintaining distance from the triggering threshold and other profile regulation goals would have to be balanced depending on scenario conditions and physics goals. The presence of a sufficiently threatening TM island will likely invoke simple prioritization of UL actuators in favor of TM stabilization over scenario goals. Other actuator systems that will likely require sharing by multiple control algorithms include the gas/pellet injection system (D/T fuelling for density, divertor, and burn control, and impurity injection for divertor and burn control as well as disruption mitigation), and the ICRF system (for bulk heating and sawtooth control).
V. CONCLUSIONS
Many aspects of ITER plasma control are significantly novel relative to presently operating devices. Although many of the fundamental schemes for scenario and stability control will be familiar from present tokamaks, the specific forms required by ITER, as well as the high level of performance and high level of integration demanded, will be unique. For example, although operating devices have explored various approaches to TM stabilization, an integrated and reliably effective ITER solution has not yet been demonstrated. While extensive research has been done on profile control solutions, many of the physics and algorithmic elements remain unsolved for ITER. In addition to specific new control physics solutions, ITER control will require a large step in the degree of robustness and confidence established in control performance prior to use. These requirements will drive a unique reliance on model-based algorithm design, as well as unprecedented levels of verification before experimental application. New integration solutions will be needed for managing actuators and handling off-normal and fault events that require a change in control action.
A significant amount of control physics understanding remains in order to complete such a robust ITER solution. Examples include:
-Identification of key profile characteristics determining TM stability -Size of effective TM seeds produced by disturbances such as sawteeth and ELMs -Quantification of controllability/robustness metrics corresponding to seedless TM triggering -Effective control methods for burn control -Sufficient look-ahead predictive capability for profile evolution using real-time data -Reliable real-time calculation of proximity to stability and controllability boundaries -Physics-based models for many relevant control functions, including noise, disturbance, and robustness specifications -Scenarios for EH response to minimize or prevent disruptions
Equally as challenging as the control physics needs for ITER, a significant amount of control mathematics research remains to determine effective algorithmic and architectural solutions for ITER. Examples include:
-Specification of physics model requirements for robust control design -Determination of algorithmic approaches capable of providing quantified robust performance in continuous control -Design of algorithms and scalable architecture for effective EH responses -Design of effective actuator management solutions to enable prioritized and effective sharing and ensure robust operation These issues motivate a substantial R&D program within magnetic fusion research to provide a robust basis for plasma control in ITER. While the challenges remain great, the strong control research programs now underway at many institutions and devices worldwide, including targeted physics understanding and mathematical control research efforts, are aggressively engaged in addressing these issues to ensure the success of ITER.
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